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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

FAST ICE VERTICAL CUBES ICE MAKER with BUILT-IN STORAGE , 7 g cube type , Max production 105 kg in 24 hours :
.

Aisi 304 stainless steel structure , Scotch Brite finish,
produces up to 105 kg per day of 7 g single crystalline cubes , thanks to the inspectable anti-limescale filter which ensures the
purity of the water used;
rounded internal surfaces , insulated door with retractable opening and removable air filter allow easy maintenance and perfect
hygiene of this ice maker;
storage capacity up to 35 kg ,
air or water cooling,
vertical evaporator ice production system ,
Fast Ice technology : produces a vertically shaped cube that is pure and crystalline ;
the technology : the ice is formed on a vertical evaporator, similar to a chocolate mould, thus allowing high production in a short time .
The cubes, all of equal size, detach themselves individually and fall into the collection container perfectly separated from each other;
the Fast Ice cube : it has a truncated pyramid shape and thanks to its many facets it allows the drinks to cool quickly ;
recommended uses and activities : hotels, bars and restaurants but above all fast food restaurants, cocktail bars and nightclubs ,
activities that require very large quantities of ice to satisfy customer needs;
refrigerant R404A - R452A;
10 A fuse;
water inlet Ø 3/4";
water drain Ø 24 mm;
water consumption: 2.5 l/Kg (Aria version);
water consumption: 14.2 l/Kg (Water version);
tropical class +43°C;
adjustable feet 110-150 mm.

CE MARK
MADE IN ITALY

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50



€ 1.611,65 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

€ 1.691,04 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

net weight (Kg) 75
gross weight (Kg) 85

breadth (mm) 738
depth (mm) 600
height (mm) 980

AVAILABLE MODELS

TCF362-VB250A

FAST ICE Ice Machine, 105 Kg/24h with VERTICAL
CUBES with Storage, Air Cooled
FAST ICE ice maker with vertical cubes, max yield 105
Kg/24h, storage capacity 35 Kg, AIR cooling, V.230/1, Kw
0.85, Weight 75 Kg, dim.mm.738x600x980h

TCF362-VB250W

FAST ICE Ice Machine of 105 Kg/24h, with
VERTICAL CUBES with Storage, Water Cooled
FAST ICE ice maker with vertical cubes, max yield 105
Kg/24h, storage capacity 35 Kg, WATER cooling, V.230/1,
Kw 0.85, Weight 75 Kg, dim.mm.738x600x980h
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